Dimerisation mutants of Lac repressor. I. A monomeric mutant, L251A, that binds Lac operator DNA as a dimer.
Dimer formation between monomers of the Escherichia coli Lac repressor is substantially specificed by the interactions between three alpha-helices in each monomer which form a hydrophobic interface. As a first step in analysing the specificity of this interaction, we examined the mutant L251A. LacR bearing this mutation in a background lacking the C-terminal heptad repeats is completely incapable of forming dimers in solution, with a dimer-monomer equilibrium dissociation constant, or Kd, higher than 10(-5)M. This correlates with a 200-fold decrease in its ability to repress the lac operon in vivo compared to dimeric LacR. Surprisingly, the mutant is still capable of forming dimers upon binding to short operator DNA in vitro. Analysis of the kinetic parameters of binding of the mutant to operator DNA reveals a 2000 to 3000-fold increase in the equilibrium dissociation constant (Kd) of the mutant-DNA complex in comparison to dimeric LacR-operator complexes, with the change almost entirely due to a greater than 1000-fold decrease in association rate. The dissociation rate varies only by a factor of about two, in comparison to dimeric LacR. This change reflects a kinetic pathway in which dimer formation, in solution or on DNA, is the rate-limiting step. These findings have implications for the specificity and stability of the protein-protein interface in question.